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(54) CONTROL DEVICE FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

(57) Disclosed is an internal combustion engine con-
trol device that is capable of satisfying a demand for rais-
ing the temperature of a catalyst by controlling a variable
valve device in such a manner as to adjust the amount
of internal EGR. The control device monitors an air-fuel
ratio, which is obtained from an air-fuel ratio sensor or
calculated from an intake air amount and a fuel injection
amount, and a torque fluctuation, which is detected from
an engine speed fluctuation, and feeds the monitoring
results back to the control of the variable valve device
(or more specifically the timing of early closing of an ex-
haust valve 56) in such a manner as to remain within an
A/F suitability range. When feedback control is exercised
as described above, autonomous model control of VVT
can be exercised to achieve combustion while a large
amount of EGR is provided.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a control device
for an internal combustion engine.

Background Art

[0002] A conventionally known internal combustion en-
gine control device disclosed, for instance, in JP-A-
1999-166435 raises the temperature of a catalyst by sup-
plying CO to the catalyst. When the catalyst temperature
is to be raised, this conventional control device increases
the amount of external EGR (exhaust gas recirculation).
Increasing the amount of external EGR increases the
amount of CO that flows into the catalyst. This CO causes
a reaction in the catalyst to increase the catalyst temper-
ature.

Prior Art Literature

Patent Documents

[0003]

Patent Document 1: JP-A-1999-166435
Patent Document 2: International Publication No.
2005/56995
Patent Document 3: JP-A-2006-336466
Patent Document 4: JP-A-2007-262968

Summary of the Invention

Technical Problem

[0004]  Either an external EGR method or an internal
EGR method may be used to supply an EGR gas to an
internal combustion engine. The amount of internal EGR
may be increased by controlling a variable valve device
in such a manner as to change valve timing. If a large
amount of EGR gas is supplied, driveability may deteri-
orate due to a misfire or excessive torque fluctuation.
Hence, the variable valve device may be controlled so
as to adjust the amount of internal EGR, raise a com-
pression end temperature, and achieve adequate ignition
quality. However, the above ideas do not work if an in-
ternal combustion engine mounted, for instance, on an
automobile deviates from a steady state during actual
use. No judgment standard is not established to deter-
mine in such a situation what to detect and how to control
the variable valve device. In reality, it is difficult to deter-
mine how to control the variable valve device and what
characteristics the valve timing should be set for. In view
of the above circumstances, the inventors of the present
invention have devoted themselves to studies and found
a suitable method of adjusting the amount of internal EGR
by controlling the variable valve device.

[0005] The present invention has been made to solve
the above problem. An object of the present invention is
to provide an internal combustion engine control device
that is capable of satisfying a demand for raising the tem-
perature of a catalyst by controlling a variable valve de-
vice in such a manner as to adjust the amount of internal
EGR.

Solution to Problem

[0006]  To achieve the above-mentioned purpose, a
first aspect of the present invention is a control device
for an internal combustion engine, comprising:

valve opening timing control means for controlling
the valve closing timing of an exhaust valve in an
internal combustion engine equipped with a variable
valve device capable of changing the valve opening
characteristics of the exhaust valve;
detection means for detecting a misfire of the internal
combustion engine;
advance control means for advancing the valve clos-
ing timing of the exhaust valve in such a manner as
to increase the amount of internal EGR for the inter-
nal combustion engine under predetermined condi-
tions where the temperature of a catalyst installed in
an exhaust path of the internal combustion engine
is to be raised; and
degree-of-advance adjustment means for decreas-
ing the degree of advance of the valve closing timing
of the exhaust valve when a misfire is detected by
the detection means after the valve closing timing of
the exhaust valve is advanced by the advance con-
trol means.

[0007] A second aspect of the present invention is the
control device according to the first aspect, wherein the
degree-of-advance adjustment means includes means
for adjusting the degree of advance of the valve closing
timing of the exhaust valve in such a manner that the air-
fuel ratio of the internal combustion engine is within a
predetermined range.
[0008] A third aspect of the present invention is the
control device according to the second aspect, wherein
the predetermined range is an air-fuel ratio range be-
tween a first air-fuel ratio and a second air-fuel ratio,
which is richer than the first air-fuel ratio; and wherein
the first air-fuel ratio is capable of supplying CO to the
catalyst to such an extent as to raise the temperature of
the catalyst to a level not lower than a predetermined
temperature.
[0009] A fourth aspect of the present invention is the
control device according to the second or third aspects,
wherein the predetermined range is an air-fuel ratio range
between a first air-fuel ratio and a second air-fuel ratio,
which is richer than the first air-fuel ratio; and wherein
the second air-fuel ratio causes no misfiring in the internal
combustion engine.
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[0010] A fifth aspect of the present invention is the con-
trol device according to any one of the second to fourth
aspects, wherein the detection means includes means
for detecting a torque fluctuation of the internal combus-
tion engine; and wherein the predetermined range is an
air-fuel ratio range within which the torque fluctuation of
the internal combustion engine is not greater than a pre-
determined value.
[0011] A sixth aspect of the present invention is the
control device according to any one of the first to fifth
aspects, wherein the internal combustion engine in-
cludes an external EGR device, further comprising:

priority means for preferentially allowing the de-
gree-of-advance adjustment means to decrease the
degree of advance of the valve closing timing of the
exhaust valve in a situation where the advance con-
trol means controls the variable valve device in such
a manner as to advance the valve closing timing of
the exhaust valve while retard control means con-
trols the variable valve device in such a manner as
to retard the valve closing timing of the exhaust valve;
and
supply means for allowing the external EGR device
to supply an EGR gas in such a manner as to com-
pensate for a deficiency that is caused when the de-
gree of advance of the valve closing timing of the
exhaust valve is preferentially decreased by the pri-
ority means.

[0012] To achieve the above-mentioned purpose, a
seventh aspect of the present invention is a control device
for an internal combustion engine, comprising:

valve opening timing control means for controlling
the valve closing timing of an exhaust valve in an
internal combustion engine equipped with a variable
valve device capable of changing the valve opening
characteristics of the exhaust valve;
detection means for detecting a misfire of the internal
combustion engine;
advance control means for advancing the valve clos-
ing timing of the exhaust valve in such a manner as
to increase the amount of internal EGR for the inter-
nal combustion engine under predetermined condi-
tions where the temperature of a catalyst installed in
an exhaust path of the internal combustion engine
is to be raised; and
degree-of-advance adjustment means for adjusting
the degree of advance of the valve closing timing of
the exhaust valve in accordance with an increase in
the temperature of the catalyst and richness of the
air-fuel ratio of the internal combustion engine and
within a range within which no misfiring is detected
by the detection means or the influence of misfiring
is small enough to satisfy predetermined conditions.

Advantages of the Invention

[0013] When the temperature of a catalyst is to be
raised, the first aspect of the present invention makes it
possible to supply a large amount of CO to the catalyst
by increasing the amount of EGR. Meanwhile, if it is an-
ticipated that misfiring may occur due to an increase in
the amount of EGR, the degree of timing advance can
be reduced to prevent misfiring.
[0014] The second aspect of the present invention
makes it possible to avoid an excessive increase in the
degree of timing advance or timing retard by adjusting
the degree of valve closing timing advance in such a man-
ner as to maintain the air-fuel ratio within a predetermined
range.
[0015] The third aspect of the present invention makes
it possible to raise the catalyst temperature by a sufficient
amount.
[0016] The fourth aspect of the present invention
makes it possible to avoid excessive richness and inhibit
a misfire.
[0017] The fifth aspect of the present invention makes
it possible to inhibit a misfire in accordance with a detect-
ed torque fluctuation value.
[0018] The sixth aspect of the present invention makes
it possible to give priority to misfire inhibition if catalyst
temperature increase and misfire inhibition are not simul-
taneously accomplished although they are both taken
into consideration. The resulting deficiency in the amount
of EGR gas can be compensated for by means of external
EGR.
[0019] When the catalyst temperature is to be raised,
the seventh aspect of the present invention makes it pos-
sible to increase the amount of EGR for the purpose of
supplying a large amount of CO to the catalyst. Mean-
while, if it is anticipated that misfiring may occur due to
an increase in the amount of EGR, the valve opening
timing is retarded, and the degree of valve closing timing
advance can be adjusted within an air-fuel ratio range
that does not cause a misfire.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0020]

FIG. 1 is a diagram for describing the configuration
of an internal combustion engine control device ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the operations of the
internal combustion engine control device according
to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the operations of the
internal combustion engine control device according
to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating the operations of the
internal combustion engine control device according
to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating the operations of the
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internal combustion engine control device according
to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a routine that is ex-
ecuted by the ECU in accordance with an embodi-
ment of the present invention.

Reference Signs List

[0021]

10 a diesel engine
12 a fuel injector
20 an exhaust manifold
34 an intake manifold
52 an intake valve
54 an intake variable valve device
56 an exhaust valve
58 an exhaust variable valve device
60 a crankshaft
62 a crank angle sensor
64 a piston
200 A/F suitability range

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

Description of Embodiments

[Configuration of Embodiments]

[0022] FIG. 1 is a diagram for describing the configu-
ration of an internal combustion engine control device
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a cylinder of
a diesel engine (compression ignition internal combus-
tion engine) to which the control device according to the
present embodiment is applied. The diesel engine 10 is
mounted, for instance, on a vehicle and used as a motive
power source for the vehicle. The diesel engine 10 ac-
cording to the present embodiment is an in-line four-cyl-
inder engine. However, the present invention does not
specifically define the number of cylinders or the arrange-
ment of the cylinders.
[0023] Each cylinder of the diesel engine 10 is provided
with a fuel injector 12 that directly injects fuel into the
cylinder. The injector 12 for each cylinder is connected
to a common rail (not shown).
[0024] Each cylinder of the diesel engine 10 is in com-
munication with an intake manifold 34. An air cleaner
disposed near the inlet of an intake path, an air flow meter
disposed near a downstream end of the air cleaner to
detect an intake air amount, and various other compo-
nents are installed upstream of the intake manifold 34.
An exhaust gas discharged from each cylinder of the die-
sel engine 10 is collected by an exhaust manifold 20 and
flowed into an exhaust path.
[0025] The intake manifold 34 and the exhaust mani-
fold 20 are connected to a combustion chamber of the
diesel engine 10. An intake port between the intake man-

ifold 34 and the combustion chamber is opened and
closed by an intake valve 52. An exhaust port between
the exhaust manifold 20 and the combustion chamber is
opened and closed by an exhaust valve 56.
[0026] The diesel engine 10 according to the present
embodiment includes an exhaust variable valve device
58, which can change the valve opening characteristics
of the exhaust valve 56. The exhaust variable valve de-
vice 58 according to the present embodiment may be
configured in any manner as far as it changes at least
the closing timing of the exhaust valve 56. In the present
embodiment, the exhaust valve 56 closes early to in-
crease the amount of gas remaining in a cylinder, that is,
to increase the amount of internal EGR. This increases
the amount of CO that flows into a catalyst. The CO caus-
es a reaction in the catalyst to raise the temperature of
the catalyst.
[0027]  Referring to the configuration shown in FIG. 1,
the diesel engine 10 further includes an intake variable
valve device 54, which can change the valve opening
characteristics of the intake valve 52. For the sake of
simplicity of description, the terms "variable valve timing"
and "variable valve timing control" may be hereinafter
referred to as "VVT" and "VVT control," respectively.
[0028] As shown in FIG. 1, a crank angle sensor 62,
which detects the rotation angle (crank angle) of a crank-
shaft 60, is mounted near the crankshaft 60 for the diesel
engine 10. The crankshaft 60 is coupled to a piston 64.
[0029] The system according to the present embodi-
ment includes an ECU (electronic control unit) 50. In ad-
dition to the aforementioned sensors and actuators, an
accelerator opening sensor, which detects an accelera-
tor opening, that is, the position of an accelerator pedal
installed below a driver’s seat, is electrically connected
to the ECU 50. Upon receipt of the outputs of various
sensors, the ECU 50 operates various actuators in ac-
cordance with a predetermined program to control the
operating status of the diesel engine 10.
[0030] A sensor value of the crank angle sensor 62 is
input into the ECU 50. In accordance with an output signal
of the crank angle sensor 62, the ECU 50 detects an
engine speed. The ECU 50 stores a routine that calcu-
lates a torque fluctuation amount from a fluctuation in the
engine speed (rotational fluctuation). A cylinder pressure
sensor may be installed to detect a torque fluctuation
(misfiring) in accordance with the value of the cylinder
pressure sensor.
It is assumed that the present embodiment includes a
configuration for detecting an air-fuel ratio. The air-fuel
detection configuration may be implemented, for in-
stance, by providing an exhaust system with an air-fuel
ratio sensor and enabling the ECU 50 to detect the air-
fuel ratio in accordance with the value of the air-fuel ratio
sensor. An alternative is to calculate the air-fuel ratio from
an intake air amount and a fuel injection amount.
[0031] Although not shown in FIG .1, the diesel engine
10 according to the present embodiment also includes
the following components. Specifically, the diesel engine
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10 includes a turbocharger that provides supercharging
by using the energy of the exhaust gas. The turbocharger
includes a turbine, which is rotated by the energy of the
exhaust gas, and a compressor, which is driven and ro-
tated by the turbine. The turbine is disposed in the middle
of the exhaust path. The compressor is disposed in the
middle of the intake path.
[0032] The catalyst is installed in the exhaust path
downstream of the turbine. As the catalyst, for example,
a NOx catalyst, which captures and stores NOx con-
tained in the exhaust gas of the diesel engine 10, may
be installed.
[0033] An inter-cooler is installed in the intake path
downstream of the compressor. Fresh air taken in
through the air cleaner is compressed by the compressor
of the turbocharger, and then cooled by the inter-cooler.
The fresh air passing through the inter-cooler flows into
each cylinder through the intake manifold 34.
[0034]  The diesel engine 10 also includes an external
EGR device for providing external EGR (exhaust gas re-
circulation) in which part of the exhaust gas flows back
to the intake path. The external EGR device includes an
EGR path, which connects the exhaust system to an in-
take system, and an EGR valve, which is installed in the
middle of the EGR path. The external EGR device may
include two different EGR paths, namely, a high-pressure
EGR path for providing high-pressure EGR and a low-
pressure EGR path for providing low-pressure EGR.

[Operations of Embodiments]

[0035] FIGS. 2 to 5 are diagrams illustrating the oper-
ations of the internal combustion engine control device
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
For explanation purposes, the operation of the internal
combustion engine control device according to the
present embodiment is divided into "raising a catalyst
bed temperature on the basis of variable valve timing
(VVT)," "exercising autonomous control (FB control) on
the basis of variable valve timing (VVT)," and "compen-
sating for the deficiency in the amount of EGR with the
external EGR device."

(1) Raising a catalyst bed temperature on the basis of 
variable valve timing (VVT)

[0036] A large amount of EGR can be used for com-
bustion (e.g., low-temperature combustion (LTC)) in or-
der to supply a large amount of CO to the catalyst, cause
a CO reaction in the catalyst, and raise the temperature
of the catalyst. However, when a large amount of EGR
gas is supplied, it is anticipated that ignition quality may
deteriorate due to a rich air-fuel ratio and oxygen defi-
ciency. Ignition quality deterioration may cause misfiring.
[0037]  Either an external EGR method or an internal
EGR method may be used to supply the EGR gas to the
internal combustion engine. When the external EGR
method is used, it is difficult in reality to successfully com-

plete the above operation. Meanwhile, when VVT is used,
the exhaust valve can be closed early to increase the
amount of internal EGR. When the amount of high-tem-
perature internal EGR is increased, a compression end
temperature can be raised, and thereby makes it possible
to maintain adequate ignition quality instead of the in-
crease in the amount of EGR gas. A large amount of
EGR can be subjected to combustion by utilizing the ef-
fect of internal EGR. Hence, a catalyst bed temperature
increase method based on the supply of CO can be prac-
tically used.
[0038] In the present embodiment, therefore, the cat-
alyst temperature is raised by controlling the exhaust var-
iable valve device 58 in such a manner as to increase
the amount of internal EGR. FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrat-
ing the valve opening characteristics of the exhaust valve
56 and intake valve 52 according to an embodiment of
the present invention. In the present embodiment, the
exhaust valve 56 closes early as indicated by an arrow
and by the term "EX operating angle decrease." In addi-
tion, the intake valve 52 is also operated to close late as
indicated in FIG. 2 by an arrow and by the term "IN op-
erating angle decrease" in the present embodiment.
[0039] FIGS. 3A and 3B are schematic diagrams illus-
trating how a large amount of EGR (having a rich air-fuel
ratio) is successfully burned on the basis of VVT. FIG.
3A shows the relationship between the CO concentration
(%) and air-fuel ratio of a gas flowing into the catalyst
(this gas may be simply referred to as the "catalyst input
gas"). FIG. 3B shows the relationship between the mag-
nitude (Nm) of torque fluctuation and the air-fuel ratio. In
FIG. 3B, it is assumed that the torque fluctuation labeled
"fluctuation limit" denotes a predetermined maximum
permissible amount of torque fluctuation.
Behavior exhibited while VVT control is not utilized is
indicated by white circular points and their approximate
lines (lines marked "Base") in FIGS. 3A and 3B. Mean-
while, behavior exhibited while a control operation is per-
formed in accordance with the present embodiment is
indicated by black rectangular points (these points are
marked "Ex early closing + IN late closing" for the sake
of convenience).
If VVT control is not utilized, enriching the air-fuel ratio
(increasing the amount of EGR) for an increase in the
amount of CO causes misfiring and increases torque fluc-
tuation. As a result, the torque fluctuation exceeds the
fluctuation limit as shown in FIG. 3B (refer to the charac-
teristics indicated by the line marked "Base") while the
CO concentration of the catalyst input gas is not so high
as shown in FIG. 3A.
On the other hand, according to the present embodiment
that utilizes VVT control, the compression end tempera-
ture can be raised by closing the exhaust valve early so
as to increase the amount of EGR. This makes it possible
to maintain adequate ignition quality and enrich the air-
fuel ratio so as to supply a sufficient amount of CO. More
specifically, the air-fuel ratio can be sufficiently enriched,
as indicated by the arrow in the FIG. 3B, to a level marked
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by the reference numeral 70 in FIGS. 3A and 3B. The
behavior of the control operation according to the present
embodiment permits the CO concentration of the catalyst
input gas to significantly increase as shown in FIG. 3A
without allowing the torque fluctuation to exceed the fluc-
tuation limit as shown in FIG. 3B (refer to the character-
istics indicated by the line marked "Ex early closing + IN
late closing").
[0040] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram outlining the
above-described control operation according to the
present embodiment that is performed for "raising a cat-
alyst bed temperature on the basis of variable valve tim-
ing (VVT). " The amount of internal EGR can be in-
creased by increasing the degree of exhaust valve early
closing (Ex early closing). An increase in the amount of
internal EGR raises the compression end temperature
and enriches a cylinder air-fuel ratio. An increase in the
compression end temperature contributes to ignition
quality improvement. Enriching the cylinder air-fuel ratio
contributes to an increase in the amount of CO emission,
that is, to an increase in the CO concentration of the
catalyst input gas. In this manner, VVT control can be
exercised to regulate ignition quality and a catalyst input
CO amount.
[0041] Alternatively, an exhaust temperature itself may
be raised, for instance, by advancing the exhaust valve
phase on the basis of VVT. However, even when the
exhaust temperature is raised, the resulting heat is trans-
ferred to an exhaust pipe or transferred to a turbine when
a turbocharger is provided. As a result, the efficiency of
raising the catalyst bed temperature is low. Thus, it is
anticipated that fuel efficiency may decrease. Mean-
while, the supply of CO makes it possible to cause a
reaction in the catalyst, thereby raising the catalyst bed
temperature. Consequently, the method of raising the
catalyst bed temperature by supplying CO is more ad-
vantageous in terms of fuel efficiency than the method
of raising the exhaust temperature.

(2) Exercising autonomous control (FB control) on the 
basis of variable valve timing (VVT)

[0042] Increasing the amount of internal EGR on the
basis of VVT makes it possible to supply a large amount
of EGR gas (enrich the air-fuel ratio) in such a manner
as to satisfy a demand for raising the catalyst bed tem-
perature while maintaining adequate ignition quality.
However, there is a limit to the degree of air-fuel ratio
enrichment. Misfiring may occur if the air-fuel ratio is ex-
cessively enriched. Therefore, when the amount of inter-
nal EGR is to be increased, the range of air-fuel ratio
should preferably be predefined while considering both
the supply of CO for catalyst bed temperature increase
and the suppression of influence of misfiring.
[0043] FIGS. 5A and 5B are diagrams illustrating the
range of air-fuel ratio within which control should be ex-
ercised in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention, concerning the above points. The range indi-

cated by the arrow 200 in FIGS. 5A and 5B, which cor-
relate to the FIGS. 3A and 3B, is the air-fuel ratio range
defined in connection with the present embodiment. This
air-fuel ratio range is defined to be lower (richer) than an
air-fuel ratio required to achieve a demanded CO supply
amount and higher (leaner) than an air-fuel ratio causing
a misfire. This makes it possible to assure an adequate
increase in the catalyst temperature while avoiding ex-
cessive richness to inhibit a misfire. For the sake of con-
venience, this air-fuel ratio range may be hereinafter re-
ferred to as the "A/F suitability range."
[0044] However, if map control is exercised when the
amount of internal EGR is to be adjusted by means of
VVT control to remain within the above air-fuel ratio
range, deviation such as transition-induced delay or en-
vironmental condition changes occurs, and it is extremely
difficult to make corrections. As such being the case, the
present embodiment monitors the air-fuel ratio, which is
obtained from an air-fuel ratio sensor or calculated from
an intake air amount and a fuel injection amount, and the
torque fluctuation, which is detected from an engine
speed fluctuation, and feeds the monitoring results back
to the control of the variable valve device (or more spe-
cifically the timing of early closing of the exhaust valve
56) in such a manner as to remain within the A/F suitability
range. When feedback control is exercised as described
above, autonomous model control of VVT can be exer-
cised to achieve combustion while a large amount of EGR
is provided.
[0045] Meanwhile, the air-fuel ratio may be controlled
by means of external EGR. However, the present em-
bodiment, which exercises VVT control to adjust the
amount of internal EGR, is at an advantage in that it pro-
vides enhanced ignition quality by supplying a high-tem-
perature internal EGR gas, and that it excels in response,
or more specifically, the combustion status changes im-
mediately in response to a control operation in which a
valve disc positioned immediately before a cylinder is
operated. Hence, a significant benefit can be derived
from FB control of variable valve timing.

(3) Countermeasures to be taken when the amount of 
EGR is insufficient

[0046] When VVT autonomous control is exercised as
described under (2) above, it is anticipated that the re-
quirements concerning the air-fuel ratio and the require-
ments concerning the torque fluctuation may not be fully
satisfied. More specifically, when VVT control is exer-
cised to increase the amount of internal EGR, it is antic-
ipated that the degree of air-fuel ratio richness might be
insufficient although misfiring can be avoided. If the de-
gree of air-fuel ratio richness cannot be adequately in-
creased, the amount of CO supply is insufficient. As a
result, the catalyst bed temperature cannot be raised to
a desired level.
[0047] In view of the above circumstances, the present
embodiment addresses the above problem by supplying
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an EGR gas with an external EGR device. If a turbocharg-
er is provided, the above problem may be addressed by
boost pressure control. More specifically, the external
EGR device is controlled (e.g., the opening of the EGR
valve is adjusted) to supply the deficiency in the amount
of EGR gas or the boost pressure of the turbocharger is
regulated (or more specifically to adjust the opening of a
boost pressure control valve). If the requirements con-
cerning the air-fuel ratio and the requirements concerning
the torque fluctuation are still not fully satisfied after the
amount of internal EGR is increased in such a manner
as to avoid a misfire, the increase in the catalyst bed
temperature can be promoted by using a method other
than variable valve control, such as the above counter-
measures.

[Details of Process According to Embodiments]

[0048] A process performed by the internal combustion
engine control device according to an embodiment of the
present invention will now be described in detail with ref-
erence to FIG. 6. FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a routine
that is executed by the ECU 50 in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0049]  It is assumed that the routine according to the
present embodiment starts (step S100) when a catalyst
bed temperature increase request is generated as shown
in FIG. 6. When the catalyst bed temperature increase
request is generated, the routine starts providing
large-volume EGR to supply CO (step S102). More spe-
cifically, the ECU 50 controls the intake variable valve
device 54 and the exhaust variable valve device 58 in
such a manner as to implement the valve opening char-
acteristics of the intake valve 52 and exhaust valve 56,
which are described earlier under "(1) Raising a catalyst
bed temperature on the basis of variable valve timing
(VVT)."
[0050] Next, the routine judges whether the air-fuel ra-
tio is lean (step S104). In step S104, the routine judges
in accordance with an air-fuel ratio sensor output or an
intake air amount and a fuel injection amount whether
the air-fuel ratio is leaner than a predetermined value. A
value at the lean end of the A/F suitability range, which
was described with reference to FIGS. 5A and 5B, may
be used as the predetermined value. If the condition of
step S104 is established, it is conceivable that the air-
fuel ratio is leaner than the lean end of the A/F suitability
range. In this instance, it is anticipated that the amount
of CO to be supplied may be insufficient.
[0051] If the condition of step S104 is established, the
routine performs a process of increasing the degree of
exhaust valve timing advance on the basis of VVT (step
S106). This increases the amount of internal EGR.
[0052] After completion of step S106 or if the condition
of step S104 is not established, the routine judges wheth-
er the torque fluctuation is excessive (step S108). In step
S108, the routine causes the ECU 50 to judge whether
a predetermined value is exceeded by the amount of

torque fluctuation. As mentioned when the configuration
of the present embodiment was described, the torque
fluctuation amount can be calculated by allowing the ECU
50 to calculate the engine speed in accordance with an
output signal of the crank angle sensor 62 and determine
the fluctuation of the engine speed. A value equivalent
to the fluctuation limit described with reference to FIG.
3B may be used as the predetermined value. If the con-
dition of step S108 is established, the routine performs
a process of exercising VVT control in such a manner as
to decrease the degree of exhaust valve timing advance
for the purpose of inhibiting a misfire (step S110). Upon
completion of this step, the amount of internal EGR de-
creases to provide stable ignition.
[0053] After completion of step S110 or if the condition
of step S108 is not established, the routine judges wheth-
er requirements concerning the air-fuel ratio and torque
fluctuation are both met (step S112). If the condition of
step S112 is established, the routine can conclude that
VVT control has been exercised to fulfill the catalyst bed
temperature increase request. Therefore, the routine ter-
minates.
If, on the other hand, the condition of step S112 is not
established, the routine exercises control to compensate
for the deficiency in the amount of EGR (step S116). In
step S116, the routine controls the external EGR device
or the boost pressure in such a manner as to perform the
control operation described earlier under "(3) Counter-
measures to be taken when the amount of EGR is insuf-
ficient." Performing this process makes it possible to give
priority to misfire inhibition if catalyst temperature in-
crease and misfire inhibition are not simultaneously ac-
complished although they are both taken into consider-
ation. Further, the insufficient catalyst bed temperature
rise due to the deficiency in the amount of EGR gas can
be compensated for by means of external EGR or the
like. Upon completion of step S116, the routine termi-
nates.
[0054] When the catalyst temperature is to be raised,
the above-described process can supply a large amount
of CO to the catalyst by increasing the amount of EGR.
Meanwhile, if it is anticipated that misfiring may occur
due to the increase in the amount of EGR, the above-de-
scribed process can inhibit a misfire by decreasing the
degree of timing advance. In addition, the above-de-
scribed process can adjust the degree of valve closing
timing advance of the exhaust valve 56 in such a manner
that the air-fuel ratio is within the A/F suitability range.
This makes it possible to avoid an excessive increase in
the degree of timing advance or timing retard.
[0055] Further, when step S102 is performed to raise
the catalyst temperature, the above-described process
can supply a large amount of CO to the catalyst by in-
creasing the amount of EGR. Meanwhile, if it is anticipat-
ed that misfiring may occur due to the increase in the
amount of EGR, the above-described process can retard
the valve opening timing in step S110 and adjust the de-
gree of timing advance of the exhaust valve 56 while
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maintaining the air-fuel ratio within a range that does not
cause misfiring. When the routine of FIG. 6 is repeatedly
executed, automatic valve timing adjustments can be
made to achieve a desired combustion state.
[0056] In the embodiments described above, the
"valve opening timing control means" according to the
first or seventh aspect of the present invention is imple-
mented when the ECU 50 controls the exhaust variable
valve device 58; and the "detection means" according to
the first or seventh aspect of the present invention is im-
plemented when the ECU 50 determines the engine
speed from a sensor value of the crank angle sensor 62,
detects the torque fluctuation in accordance with the fluc-
tuation in the engine speed, and detects whether a misfire
has occurred.
In the embodiments described above, the "advance con-
trol means" according to the first aspect of the present
invention is implemented when the ECU 50 performs step
S102 of the routine shown in FIG. 6; and the "degree-of-
advance adjustment means" according to the first aspect
of the present invention is implemented when the ECU
50 performs steps S108 and S110 of the routine shown
in FIG. 6.
In the embodiments described above, the "advance con-
trol means" according to the seventh aspect of the
present invention is implemented when the ECU 50 per-
forms step S102 of the routine shown in FIG. 6; and the
"degree-of-advance adjustment means" according to the
seventh aspect of the present invention is implemented
when the ECU 50 performs steps S104, S106, S108 and
S110 of the routine shown in FIG. 6.
[0057] In the embodiments described above, the "A/F
suitability range" described under "(2) Exercising auton-
omous control (FB control) on the basis of variable valve
timing (VVT)" corresponds to the "predetermined range"
according to the second aspect of the present invention.
In the embodiments described above, the "priority
means" according to the sixth aspect of the present in-
vention is implemented when the ECU 50 performs step
S112 of the routine shown in FIG. 6; and the "supply
means" according to the sixth aspect of the present in-
vention is implemented when the ECU 50 performs step
S116.

[Modifications of Embodiments]

[0058] Referring to the details of the process according
to the above-described embodiments, the ECU 50 con-
trols the intake variable valve device 54 and exhaust var-
iable valve device 58 in such a manner as to implement
the valve opening characteristics of the intake valve 52
and exhaust valve 56 as described under "(1) Raising a
catalyst bed temperature on the basis of variable valve
timing (VVT). " However, the present invention is not lim-
ited to the process described above. Alternatively, only
the exhaust valve 56 may close early.
[0059] In the above-described embodiments, if the re-
quirements concerning the air-fuel ratio and torque fluc-

tuation are still not met after the amount of internal EGR
is increased in such a manner as to avoid a misfire, the
increase in the catalyst bed temperature is promoted by
using a method other than variable valve control such as
described under "(3) Countermeasures to be taken when
the amount of EGR is insufficient." However, the present
invention is not limited to the use of the above-described
approach. For example, an alternative is to basically let
the external EGR device play the role of increasing the
amount of EGR gas, and compensate the deficiency in
the amount of EGR gas which cannot be fully supplied
by means of external EGR alone, by increasing the
amount of internal EGR by means of VVT control.
[0060] The exhaust variable valve device 58 according
to the above modified embodiment may vary at least the
closing timing of the exhaust valve 56. For example, the
following publicly known mechanisms may be used:

(1) A phase change mechanism capable of changing
the phase of a camshaft for driving the exhaust valve
56 in such a manner as to continuously advance or
retard the opening timing and closing timing while
maintaining a fixed operating angle (valve opening
period)
(2) An operating angle variable mechanism that con-
tinuously changes only the closing timing of the ex-
haust valve 56 without changing its opening timing
in a configuration in which a swing cam or the like is
disposed between the exhaust valve 56 and the cam-
shaft
(3) A mechanism capable of opening and closing the
valve at arbitrary timing by allowing an electric motor
to rotationally drive the camshaft
(4) An electromagnetically driven valve capable of
opening and closing at arbitrary timing

A combination of mechanisms (1) and (2) may also be
used.
[0061] Referring to the configuration shown in FIG. 1,
the diesel engine 10 includes the intake variable valve
device 54, which changes the valve opening character-
istics of the intake valve 52. However, the present inven-
tion is not limited to the above configuration. When only
the exhaust valve 56 is to be closed early while the valve
opening characteristics of the intake valve 52 are fixed,
a normal valve train may be used to drive the intake valve
52.

Claims

1. A control device for an internal combustion engine,
comprising:

valve opening timing control means for control-
ling the valve closing timing of an exhaust valve
in an internal combustion engine equipped with
a variable valve device capable of changing the
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valve opening characteristics of the exhaust
valve;
detection means for detecting a misfire of the
internal combustion engine;
advance control means for advancing the valve
closing timing of the exhaust valve in such a
manner as to increase the amount of internal
EGR for the internal combustion engine under
predetermined conditions where the tempera-
ture of a catalyst installed in an exhaust path of
the internal combustion engine is to be raised;
and
degree-of-advance adjustment means for de-
creasing the degree of advance of the valve
closing timing of the exhaust valve when a mis-
fire is detected by the detection means after the
valve closing timing of the exhaust valve is ad-
vanced by the advance control means.

2. The control device according to claim 1, wherein the
degree-of-advance adjustment means includes
means for adjusting the degree of advance of the
valve closing timing of the exhaust valve in such a
manner that the air-fuel ratio of the internal combus-
tion engine is within a predetermined range.

3. The control device according to claim 2, wherein the
predetermined range is an air-fuel ratio range be-
tween a first air-fuel ratio and a second air-fuel ratio,
which is richer than the first air-fuel ratio; and wherein
the first air-fuel ratio is capable of supplying CO to
the catalyst to such an extent as to raise the temper-
ature of the catalyst to a level not lower than a pre-
determined temperature.

4. The control device according to claim 2 or 3, wherein
the predetermined range is an air-fuel ratio range
between a first air-fuel ratio and a second air-fuel
ratio, which is richer than the first air-fuel ratio; and
wherein the second air-fuel ratio causes no misfiring
in the internal combustion engine.

5. The control device according to any one of claims 2
to 4, wherein the detection means includes means
for detecting a torque fluctuation of the internal com-
bustion engine; and wherein the predetermined
range is an air-fuel ratio range within which the torque
fluctuation of the internal combustion engine is not
greater than a predetermined value.

6. The control device according to any one of claims 1
to 5, wherein the internal combustion engine in-
cludes an external EGR device, further comprising:

priority means for preferentially allowing the de-
gree-of-advance adjustment means to de-
crease the degree of advance of the valve clos-
ing timing of the exhaust valve in a situation

where the advance control means controls the
variable valve device in such a manner as to
advance the valve closing timing of the exhaust
valve while retard control means controls the
variable valve device in such a manner as to
retard the valve closing timing of the exhaust
valve; and
supply means for allowing the external EGR de-
vice to supply an EGR gas in such a manner as
to compensate for a deficiency that is caused
when the degree of advance of the valve closing
timing of the exhaust valve is preferentially de-
creased by the priority means.

7. A control device for an internal combustion engine,
comprising:

valve opening timing control means for control-
ling the valve closing timing of an exhaust valve
in an internal combustion engine equipped with
a variable valve device capable of changing the
valve opening characteristics of the exhaust
valve;
detection means for detecting a misfire of the
internal combustion engine;
advance control means for advancing the valve
closing timing of the exhaust valve in such a
manner as to increase the amount of internal
EGR for the internal combustion engine under
predetermined conditions where the tempera-
ture of a catalyst installed in an exhaust path of
the internal combustion engine is to be raised;
and
degree-of-advance adjustment means for ad-
justing the degree of advance of the valve clos-
ing timing of the exhaust valve in accordance
with an increase in the temperature of the cata-
lyst and richness of the air-fuel ratio of the inter-
nal combustion engine and within a range within
which no misfiring is detected by the detection
means or the influence of misfiring is small
enough to satisfy predetermined conditions.
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